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Founder's statement
I write this today filled with
immense pride for what our
organisation has been able to
achieve during such a tumultuous
time globally.

It has been an incredibly tough
time to be supporting our online
community, especially in the
current funding climate during the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Despite very modest funding we
have remained solvent, continued
to deliver on our charitable
purpose and actively grown our 

resources, reaching over 150,000
members in 2021. 
 
This is not to say that our situation
is ideal, because it's far from it. 

What I am hoping to illustrate with
this report is that the services Little
Sparklers provides are of tangible,
demonstrated value. They deserve
real-world funding so that we can
change more lives in the coming
years.

Carly Grubb
Founder, Little Sparklers 
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About Little Sparklers
Little Sparklers is an Australian
registered charity. We empower
families to nurture their young
children - day in and night out.
We offer free peer support
through the online movement,
The Beyond Sleep Training
Project.

By understanding normal
behaviour and development,
families can establish realistic
expectations for their children.
The care provided to young babies
and toddlers is fundamental to
their brain development and
wellbeing throughout their lives
and for that care to be provided, 
families  must be supported.

Right now, society is letting
families down.

Unrealistic cultural expectations
of our babies are creating an
unnecessary burden for families,
especially mothers and primary
carers. 

With access to evidence-based,
expert-backed information, we
can shift parenting approaches to
align with the needs of our infants
and young children - and support
families to thrive alongside.

But we can change this

Acknowledgement of Country
Little Sparklers acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land in which our Board and
volunteers work, live and visit. We pay our respects to the Elders of those many nations from
past and present, recognising their continuing connection to land, waters and community.
Little Sparklers is committed to honouring Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

peoples’ unique cultural and spiritual relationships to the land, waters and seas and their rich
contribution to society including the birthing and raising of children.

https://www.littlesparklers.org/the-beyond-sleep-training-project
https://www.littlesparklers.org/Pages/Category/infant-and-toddler-sleep/
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Our vision, mission and values

Our vision is a world in which families are truly
supported to nurture their children day and night,
building connected and resilient families.

Our vision:

Our mission is to support, educate and empower
families to confidently raise their babies and young
children through understanding the biological,
psychological and social needs of the whole family.

Our mission:

We are evidence-based,
empathic & empowering
We are courageous
We listen to our hearts &
respect our children

Our values:

We value critical thinking
and informed decision
making
We value connection
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Charitable purpose and powers

improving parental resilience through social connection, knowledge of normal
infant sleep, and practical information on mental wellbeing and sleep hygiene; 
providing information and support to families and health care workers on
biologically normal infant sleep and strategies for connected parenting; 
supporting parents who are at risk of harm to perinatal mental health due to
parenting advice that does not align with their values, by providing evidence-
based resources that align with their values and individual family circumstances,
including peer-to-peer support networks and access to online resources to assist
in informed decision-making. 

Promote the prevention of perinatal mental illness by: 

Little Sparklers' charitable purpose is to pursue the following objectives: 

Advance the health of infants and children, promoting healthy emotional and
social development through connected parenting, improved maternal mental
health and family resilience. 

Advance the education of families by providing increased options in evidence-
based strategies for coping with early parenting challenges. 

Advance the education of health professionals who provide early parenting services
to families, by providing evidence-based support and resources for connected
parenting, using online and face-to-face channels. 

Challenge dominant paradigms relating to perinatal mental health and infant
sleep, promoting progressive change in Australian government policy and practice
towards the support of evidence-based connected parenting strategies. 
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COVID-19 Impact statement
COVID-19 has presented enormous challenges globally, and our

organisation has felt the impact acutely

Our core community is parents of babies and young children. The isolation
and disconnection experienced during lengthy lockdowns have had a
significant impact on the mental health and wellbeing of our members. 

From navigating sleep and feeding issues to the social aspects of finding
their feet as new parents, the disruptions to normal life and many face-to-
face services saw families turning in droves to online support spaces.

The demands of working from home without childcare, online schooling and
financial stress all played into rising tension, frustration, confusion and often
anger for families. The demand for our peer support services grew rapidly,
while simultaneously our volunteers and board directors faced their own
personal and professional challenges. 

It's been a time of intense juggling; working hard to make sure that we
could provide the support our community needed, while nurturing the
wellbeing of our volunteer team. We recognise the enormity of this impact
and the significance it has played in the community and our organisation.
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The Beyond Sleep Training Project

Our achievements

The Beyond Sleep Training Project operates as a free peer
support group on Facebook. We also reach our community
via a public Facebook page and Instagram account, and our

brand new podcast.

Our peer support group

Who is in our
community?

Total members: 150, 062

The engagement within our community

29 070 unique posts for support

2 858 919 reactions
757 759 comments

that generated

In the year from 10 October 2020- 10 October 2021, our free
peer support group has provided space for:

*All stats correct as at 11 October 2021
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The Beyond Sleep Training Project

Our real world impact

Our peer support is not just a fleeting moment in time. We support people
across their full journey. Our immense impact is reflected in these

testimonials. 

Sormeh's story

The Beyond Sleep Training Project was literally the only resource that could support me
in putting the following pieces of motherhood together: exclusive breastfeeding,
attachment parenting, my own sleep, health and sanity. I could always count on the
group to stand unwaveringly by its ethos, the rock needed by a mother overwhelmed by
opinions. 
I had other places to go for help specific to each individual piece (e.g. my lactation
consultant for breastfeeding questions, but even then I had to pay a lot out of pocket),
but NO ONE could help me figure out how to make it all work together by normalising
bed sharing and responsive night time parenting. 
The Beyond Sleep Training Project is a special place. It changed my life and my children’s
lives. It is the first place I think to go when I’m in the weeds. 
THANK YOU

Caitlin's story

Out of my close group of friends and my parents group,  my son was the only child I knew that
would never sleep by himself and also wake 45 minutes-hourly. I felt alone, exhausted, confused,
desperate. I read books, articles, spoke to doctors, maternal health nurse but never found an
answer. 
My heart, soul and brain always said no to sleep training so I knew that wasn't the answer but the
question remained: what's wrong with him, why can't I do this, why am I a bad mum? 
One night at 3am as I lay in my bed with my son asleep on me, exhausted, googling for answers I
came across an article by the founder of this group (Carly Grubb). 

It was one of her original articles about her son. Tears rolled down my face as I read it, I
remember having to hold my hand in front of my mouth to contain my cries and howling. I
understood her pain, I knew it, I felt it. I had found another mum who understood me, another
mum that had experienced it. The best was she was an Aussie like me. 
The next day I googled more about her and found out about The Beyond Sleep Training Project
and I joined straight away. I remember again crying when I was accepted into the group.
Realising I wasn't alone was a life saver for me, reading about other parents having similar
concerns, being able to share mine and receiving advice was just amazing. 
I always say two things allowed me to be ok (ironically both discovered on the internet!) Side
feeding whilst co-sleeping and this group. It build my confidence and allowed me to follow my
gut and mother instincts.  Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
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The Beyond Sleep Training Project

Our real world impact

Our peer support is not just a fleeting moment in time. We support people
across their full journey. The impact of having us there has been immense as

these testimonials illustrate. 

Morgan's story

This group is an important tool for parents. Whether sleep related or not I come here on a regular
basis to find inspiration, a safe port to land, reassurance, knowledge and most importantly to be
reassured that I am human, what I feel is absolutely normal, even the not so good feelings and I
am not the only one! I have posted my questions and I had help, and through others' questions I
can build my own skills and knowledge. Thank you for being there so promptly responding,
showing some lights on the (not always) bright parenting days! 

Monica's story

I joined the group in January 2018. My son was 6 months old at the time and I had finally “given
up” with sleep training. I had tried “gentle” methods when he was 5 months old because he was
a dreadful sleeper but I couldn’t stand his crying. It had worked somewhat, but then he started
daycare and they rocked him to sleep and transferred him to the crib for naps, so everything we
had done at home went out the window. I couldn’t go through all of it again, especially since
daycare wasn’t going to change their ways. Someone in another mom group suggested The
Beyond Sleep Training Project to me so I joined for support and maybe some ideas. I read story
after story for months and seeing all the other people going through similar things made me feel
so much better about my son’s sleep. I learned more about normal infant sleep and realised that
I couldn’t stand his crying because it isn’t biologically normal to just leave a baby to cry. The
group helped me learn to trust my instincts instead of listening to society. I posted a few times
over the next year or so for support with bottle weaning, a positive post about the first time he
slept through, and various other questions about sleep and gentle parenting. 

It’s been an amazing group to be a part of and learn from. I eventually started bedsharing with
my son after his first wake. Then we transitioned him to a floor bed when I was pregnant with his
sister, so dad could go in to comfort him as needed and bed share in there (and I didn’t have to
worry about my tummy being kicked). Now I have an 8-month-old daughter who has been
bedsharing with me since day one. I feel so supported in my parenting journey now. I know I can
bring any questions or concerns to the group and I will get amazing feedback and support
without facing judgment. 

Thank you for all that you do. And thank you for creating this magical group!
 
 



Our show was launched in mid-May 2021 to grow a storytelling resource for
our community. It provides accessible content in a variety of forms-

podcast, episode transcript and fully captioned video episodes.
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The Beyond Sleep Training Project

Our achievements

Our public Facebook and Instagram
And through these

spaces we had

14,238 episode downloads
Since launch, we have had

*All stats correct as at 11 October 2021

75 188 follows

37 200 follows

2 456 246
accounts
reached747 169

engagements

The Beyond Sleep Training Podcast

In August 2021, we reached #4 in the Australian parenting
podcast charts and have consistently remained in the top 50.  

A recent review
"I absolutely love this podcast. It’s such an important topic and deserves so much more
attention than it gets! As a first time mum, I have found the support and information
provided by Carly and her amazing group of like-minded parents and experts in The
Beyond Sleep Training Project Facebook community have been absolutely invaluable to
me and my beautiful baby girl finding our feet over our first year. I’m beyond excited to
have her available to listen in podcast form as well! Thank you Carly for all that you do!
Babies (and parents) everywhere are so much better off for the information you share."



We work hard to ensure the content and resources we provide are high-quality and
evidence-backed.

Our platform was built and is supported by Joyful, the Access Group.
We were donated access to beautiful imagery by two photographers: Renee

Johnstone of Vida Images and Sarah Conlan of Sarah Conlan Lifestyle Photography
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Little Sparklers website

Our achievements

Launched October 2020

Infant and Toddler sleep
Our top-performing resource

*All stats correct as at 11 October 2021

The stats so far

A steadily growing audience and resource base

Families need access to sleep resources that align with the
evidence and also their values.

The website data supports this with our top pages covering
relevant infant and toddler sleep topics including:

Normal infant sleep
Development and sleep
Your newborn baby
Sleep and temperament
When sleep isn't normal
Breastfeeding and sleep

We've reached over 37 000 new people

Who've had 47 300+ sessions on the site

54.6% are coming from socials

17.25% coming from our Nonpofit GoogleAds

New resource
Beginning your
journey beyond
sleep training

workbook
FREE DOWNLOAD

The podcast is also
bringing a steady

supply of fresh
content and

resources to our
website

www.littlesparklers.org
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Our board of directors
Thank you to our talented board of directors

Our volunteer board has helped steer our organisation through our formative
period and through the challenges of 2020 and 2021  

Our Founder and Managing Director
 

Carly has a Bachelor of Education (Primary) and founded Little
Sparklers to further the work that she began with The Beyond Sleep
Training Project.

She is a passionate advocate for babies and families, and helping new
parents find their way through an often overwhelming and deeply
vulnerable time. Carly believes in the power of lived experience and
peer support in improving parental confidence and well-being. She has
big dreams of improving the support available to families by bringing
the realities and challenges of early parenting to light so support
structures can meet people where they need them in practical,
effective and timely ways.

Carly lives in Mount Isa, outback Queensland with her husband and
three wonderful young children.

Carly Grubb

Jeanine is a nurse, midwife and neonatal nurse with over 25 years of
experience in midwifery, paediatrics and child health. As Professor of
Nursing, University of the Sunshine Coast she leads a research program
that examines infant care practices and their relationships with
maternal and infant health outcomes.

Jeanine is passionate about providing families with practical, safe,
evidence-based infant care information and support to enable families
to be empowered and make informed decisions that meet their unique
family needs, values and circumstances. Her passion was ignited
through her doctoral studies examining mother-baby shared sleeping
practices and later fuelled by her own experiences of raising two
children who breastfed and co-slept to natural term. 

Jeanine has lobbied during the last three decades to highlight the
evidence to inform decision making about where babies should sleep -
which includes both the benefits as well as the risks associated with
shared sleeping. She was principal author for risk minimisation policy
and guidelines now adopted by the Australian College of Midwives, Red
Nose and Queensland Health, and has been recognised in Australia as
pioneering infant sleep space alternatives suitable for the family bed
particularly for families with identified vulnerabilities.
Jeanine was appointed a Member of the Order of Australia in 2020 for
her significant service to tertiary education, to medical research and to
nursing, particularly in the field of Sudden Unexpected Death in
Infancy.

Professor Jeanine
Young AM

https://www.littlesparklers.org/the-beyond-sleep-training-project
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Our board of directors
Thank you to our talented board of directors

Our volunteer board has helped steer our organisation throughout 
 formative period and through the challenges 2020 and 2021  

Secretary
Susie has held a range of senior roles across corporate, government
and not-for-profit organisations. She brings extensive insight into
charity regulation and not-for-profit governance to the Little Sparklers
board, as well as professional expertise in communication, media
relations and marketing, ITC, operations and business strategy and
management.
Susie was the inaugural Director of Public Affairs and Education and
the Head of Digital Strategy at the Australian Charities and Not-for-
Profits Commission, the national charity regulator. She is also a non-
executive Director of simple.space, a SaaS technology startup, and has
held leadership and management roles implementing large and
complex green fields and start-up organisations in the federal
government and not-for-profit sector.

Susie is currently the Head of Communications and Brand Australian
Financial Complaints Authority, a large national not-for-profit
organisation,  and has provided communications advice to multiple
health-focused organisations including the Pharmacy Guild of Australia
and the Dieticians Association of Australia.
Susie holds an Executive Masters of Business Administration and
Bachelor of Communication in Advertising and Marketing.
She lives in Melbourne with her wonderful husband and her beautiful
young daughter whom she nurses to sleep and enjoys cuddling as they
bedshare overnight and contact-nap on weekends

Susie Cotterill

Dr Shireen Durrani Shireen is a public health physician with leadership experience across
public health spheres, from directing a state communicable diseases
branch during the COVID-19 pandemic to community development work
with reproductive health charities in the UK and Asia. She also brings
experience in clinical medicine and women's health.

Currently a medical advisor at the NSW Ministry of Health, her skills
encompass strategy, management, health policy and communications.
She holds Masters of Public Health and Public Policy in addition to her
medical degree and specialist qualification in Public Health Medicine.

Shireen became involved with Little Sparklers through peer support work
with The Beyond Sleep Training Project. She believes there is unmet
community need for infant sleep and feeding advice that respects
children's biology and emotional development, while supporting parents
to flourish. As mother to one spirited little girl, Shireen is driven to help
ensure that parents have access to modern, evidence-informed advice
that is in keeping with their values.
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Our board of directors
Thank you to our talented board of directors

Our volunteer board has helped steer our organisation throughout our
formative period and through the challenges 2020 and 2021  

Amanda is a clinical psychologist working at the intersection of infant
feeding, mental health and early parenting. She brings a
compassionate approach to perinatal and women’s mental health, to
support mothers and their families through the challenges of early
parenting. She has also completed additional training in birth trauma,
breastfeeding, feeding disorders, and managing unsettled and
distressed babies.

Through Spilt Milk Psychology, Amanda’s human-centred approach to
perinatal mental health empowers families by providing practical,
realistic and relatable information and support. She is a passionate
advocate for the decentralisation of sleep training as the solution to
maternal mental health concerns. Amanda champions the mother-
baby dyad, recognising the need to take into account the practical
demands of parenting, as well as the biological, psychological and
emotional needs of both mother and baby.
 
Amanda is also dedicated to improving the knowledge and skills of
health professionals in the arena of perinatal mental health. She
provides individual supervision as well as training workshops in a
variety of settings.

Amanda Donnet

Eilis Kelly
Treasurer

 

Eilis qualified as an Associate of the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants in 2009 and was granted Fellowship in 2015. Eilis has a
strong management accounting background and experience setting
up robust processes for financial operations. This has been developed
working in various sectors including Financial Services, Commercial
Construction, Manufacturing and Mining. Utilising her skills as a
business partner, she prides herself on providing accurate and timely
information to stakeholders, enabling them to make more informed
strategic decisions. 

Eilis sat on the Australasian Regional Board of CIMA/AICPA between
July 2014-July 2019 – rotating off as Chairperson in 2019.

Eilis became a mum in late 2017 to a little sparkler and found her village
with The Beyond Sleep Training Project – Eilis is delighted to give back
to the community that helped her so much and to help change the
culture around “normal” infant sleep
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Our board of directors
Thank you to our talented board of directors

Our volunteer board has helped steer our organisation throughout our
formative period and through the challenges 2020 and 2021  

Georgina is a Registered Nurse and Midwife, with a background in
women’s and sexual health, and an International Board Certified
Lactation Consultant (IBCLC). She lives in Ballina in the Northern Rivers
of NSW with her loving husband and two beautiful children.

Georgina works in private practice, offering breastfeeding support to
local families, and online consultations addressing sleep concerns to
families across Australia and overseas. Her practice is based on a very
simple philosophy: babies' needs are important and understanding
those needs empowers parents to feel confident in following their
hearts and their instincts.

Georgina also runs a weekly mother’s support group in Northern NSW
with another local mother, the aim of which is to provide evidence-
based, positive information around feeding, sleep and infant behaviour,
while also offering a space where mothers can create connections and
lasting friendships with one another. Nothing brings her greater joy
than seeing mothers and fathers enjoy their baby, and enjoy the
journey of parenthood.

Georgina Dowden

Attendance Register



= 5.2 full time equivalent 
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Our volunteers
Thank you to each and every one of our amazing volunteers

It's impossible to adequately quantify the value of the unpaid work our
volunteer team put into supporting our community but in an effort to try

do so, we asked our team to calculate how many hours on an average
week they put into their volunteer role. 

Here are the totals:

198.5 hours total/ week

*all of which is done around our volunteer's own families, other
paid employment, their own community and lives.
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Our volunteers
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Our volunteers
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Financial Statement
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What's next?
Our focus areas for 2021/22

In order to meet our strategic priorities, we have identified the following
focuses for the coming year.  

Build the evidence base through research partnering

Project planning, budgeting and forecasting initiatives

Content update and review of website

Future-proofing our community- multi-channel (podcast, newsletter,
app, socials) and data capture

Expand stakeholder engagement and build role of consumer voice

Expand membership (formal) including professional offering and training

Provide additional support for our people (volunteers)- onboarding and
training

Board recruitment and diversity

Grant template to support funding

Focus area 1

Focus area 2

Focus area 3

Focus area 4

Focus area 5

Focus area 6

Focus area 7

Focus area 8

Focus area 9

All images
credited to:
Vida Images


